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Form for comparative analysis (activity 3.1) 
 

1) Has your Institution elaborated a specific interpretation of the concept of participation different from 

the one given by European Union? If yes, please, could you report your definition?  

Tip: see the EU interpretation of participation in the Context Note. 

(max 500) 

Up to now Corfu Municipality hasn’t elaborated or used any participation procedure different from the 

one which is given by European Union.  

 

2) Has your Institution regulated the participatory approach/procedure to public choices?   

Example: the City of Vercellae officially adopted the participatory approach/procedure in the Municipal 

Statute (or in a regulation, or in an agreement with other Institutions or associations, or just as a best 

practice to follow as a guideline).  

(max 500)  

After the issuance of Greek Law 3852/2010 (Kallikratis Law) the Municipalities in Greece, with population 

more than 10.000, are obliged to constitute a Municipal Consultation Committee. This committee has an 

advisory role and more precisely for the following issues: 

a) Gives its opinion to the municipal council regarding the development program, the action plan, the 

operational plan and the technical program of the municipality, 

b) Gives its opinion for issues with general local interested which are introduced from the Municipal 

Council or the Mayor 

c) Examines the local problems and the potentials for development of the Municipality and it gives its 

opinion for the solution of the aforementioned problems and the exploitation of these potentials, 

d) It has the capability to make comments and interventions relating to the context of regulatory 

decisions which are issued from the Municipal Council. 

To the Municipal Consultation Committee participate representatives from: 

- Local commercial and professional associations  

- Scientific associations and institutes  
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- Local employers’ and employees’ unions  

- Employees from the Municipality and the Municipal Public Bodies 

- Volunteers’ organizations  

- Citizens,   

e.t.c. 

As it is obvious from the abovementioned Corfu Municipality through the Municipal Consultation 

Committee gives the possibility to the local society to express its opinion for all the major public issues 

and choices. 

The existence of the Municipal Consultation Committee does not exclude the materialization at the 

same time of a consultation at the internet. In this case the results are concentrated from the 

Municipal Services and presented to the President of the Committee to the relevant meeting.    

 

3) With reference to the previous question, what kind of impact do the results of a participatory 

procedure on the policy maker’s decisions have?  

Example: the policy maker is obliged to comply with/to take into consideration/just to be aware of the 

results of the participatory procedure. 

(max 500) 

The results of the participatory procedure for certain can affect the decisions of the policy makers, 

because in this way they are aware of the opinion of the society for serious issues that they have to take 

decisions, but of course it is not obligatory to be adopted by them. 

Even in this way, it is strongly believed that the existence of a participatory procedure is very important, 

because firstly it gives the possibility to the people to express their opinion for serious issues that affect 

their lives and secondly this assists the policy makers to take into consideration others aspects or ideas of 

an issue that they haven’t thought at the primary stage of the procedure.  

 

4) What are the main forms for Local Community to participate to public policies (in general)?  

Example: the City of Vercellae promotes consultations of stakeholders (or forum, surveys and 

investigations, dissemination initiatives, ITC platforms, working groups). 
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(max 500) 

Except the Municipal Consultation Committee, a common form of the participatory procedure that the 

Corfu Municipality implements is the usage of a web platform where a citizen can find all the drafts of the 

regulatory decisions that will be published and the system gives to him the possibility to make his 

observations and to send them by an email.  

Except this, Corfu Municipality for issues with special interest for some areas can organize there an “open 

dialog” event for the inhabitants in order to give them the opportunity to express their positions.  

 

5) What are the main forms for Local Community to participate to public policies related to the cultural 

and environmental heritage? 

Example: see question n. 4. 

(max 500) 

As it is described to the previous questions the Local Community is participating to the planning of the 

public policies related to the cultural and environmental heritage through its representatives at the 

Municipal Consultation Committee, where they can express the opinion of the community group that they 

represent. 

Also, individuals can say their opinions about the regulatory decisions which are related with the cultural 

and environmental heritage through the Municipal web platform where all the drafts of these decisions 

are uploaded for consultation. 

 

6) Does the current regulation expect a determined length for participatory process? If yes, could you 

describe what are the main steps of the procedure?  

Example: the City of Vercellae decided the participation procedure, once activated, shouldn’t last more 

than 6 months.  

(max 500) 

Only for the consultation procedure at the Municipal web platform is predicted a certain duration. More 

precisely it is followed the one which is described to the Greek Law 4048/2012. According to the article 6 

of the above Law the consultation procedure for the regulatory decisions is composed by two phases. The 

first phase of the consultation is lasting at least two (2) weeks. The objective of this consultation is the 

information and the provision of the opportunity to the public to make comments relating to the target of 

the expecting results of the planned regulatory decision, the alternatives choices, the cost, the profits and 
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the risks that possible come out from the implementation of the planned regulatory decision. 

The second phase last at least three (3) weeks. During the second phase of the consultation procedure a 

draft from the regulatory decision is published at the Municipal web site and it is given the possibility to 

everyone who is interesting to make comments for each of the articles of this decision. 

At the case where the draft of a regulatory decision is already prepared, then the first phase of the 

consultation procedure can be omitted and with initiative of the Municipality the duration of the second 

phase can be extended for one week. 

The consultation procedure can be interrupted or can be shortened or can be extended after an initiative 

of the Municipality for reasonable reasons which are very well justify. This justification is concluded to the 

report that follows the regulatory decision. 

 

7) If your Institution has started a participated process in public choices (preferably on cultural and 

environmental heritage issues) please describe weaknesses and strengths. 

In case your Institution hasn’t started yet such a process, try to figure out possible weaknesses and 

strengths if a participatory process would apply. 

Example: the City of Vercellae involved in the participatory process two local associations which are not 

real stakeholders. The interaction with these associations extended the length of the process and 

demotivated the other stakeholders. 

(max 500) 

Corfu Municipality has started a long time ago a participatory procedure regarding the management of the 

historical center of Corfu City which was declared as monument of world cultural heritage from UNESCO in 

2007, but unfortunately this procedure hasn’t ever complete. 

From the first days of the declaration of the historical center the Municipality had called all the involved 

stakeholders to a meeting for the elaboration of a plan for the operation of this area. The main 

participants to this meeting were : 

- Ministry of Culture  

- Technical Chamber of Greece (Corfu Division) 

- Chamber of Corfu  

- Associations of professionals, who are activating into the area of interesting 
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- Local’s inhabitants associations, etc 

The core issues of the meeting were, briefly, the regulation of the vehicles traffic inside the historical 

center, the operation of the shops (restaurants, bars, gift shops etc) and the protection of the 

historical and cultural monuments which are located inside the historical center. 

The main weakness of the hall procedure was that no one of the participant stakeholders was well 

prepared for such important procedure and moreover the individual interest was dominated against 

the common well interest which was the protection of the monument and the transformation of this 

at a source of development for the whole Corfu. Some characteristics weaknesses of each participants 

are briefly described above: 

 The Corfu Municipality didn’t have a clear management plan for the historical center; it was 

not determine to take all theses appropriate actions for the protection of the monument.  

 The Ministry of Culture were setting only its priorities without taking into consideration the 

needs of the local community  

 The Technical Chamber of Greece (Corfu Division) was approaching issue in very scientific way 

where it wasn’t easy understandable from the others.   

 The Chamber of Corfu was not well prepared to submit certain proposal 

 The Associations of professionals and the Local’s inhabitants associations there weren’t 

adequate inform for the proposed management plan so they had a small contribution at the 

procedure in total. 

Despite the serious weaknesses of the participants the materialization of this initiative, even 

though it has not yet completed, it was very useful, because through this some very positive things 

raised up. These were: 

 The local community were activated in a positive way for the issue of the historical center 

 News ideas for the improvement of the management plan were submitted  

  The local community now is better informed for this important issue 

 A better communication developed between the public services and the citizens  

 Opportunities for investments at the tourist sector raised up 
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8) What institutional and/or social players should be/are involved in a participatory process activated in 

the framework of Adrifort project. 

Example: the City of Vercellae, in the participatory process activated for the re-use of Dark Castle,  involved 

(vertically) the Regional Authority and (horizontally) the local associations and the Network of the castles 

of the Region.   

(max 500) 

The main stakeholders that should involved in a participatory process activated in the framework of 

Adrifort project are all these that can have a crucial contribution to this. Indicatively are referring: 

associations of professionals who activate at the tourism sector, the local community, associations who 

activate at the sector of culture and of course many other if it is believed that they can have a positive 

contribution,  

 

9) If your Institution can launch a participatory process on the selected Adrifort assets, do you have 

specific competences to manage it? And with which methodology? 

Tip: describe if you already have human resources able to manage a participation process and what 

methodology they apply. 

(max 500)  

As it was described above the Corfu Municipality has now gained adequate experience to “run” a 

participatory procedure on the selected Adrifort assets. The methodology that probably will be followed, it 

will conclude a combination of the forms for this kind of procedure, because in this way it is believed that 

a greater participation can be succeeded. 

 
 

Should you encounter any problems in filling in 
the form please contact: 

Mr. Federico Rosset 
e-mail: federico.rosset@regione.veneto.it 
direct tel. number:  00 39 (0)41 279 4349 
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